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On the joyful day of her son’s birth, Thais Derich never questioned going to the hospital. A

week later, she walked out physically, spiritually, and emotionally injured, and fully disabused of

the idea that the medical field would ever put her best interests before protocol, money, and

legal concerns. The next three years of her life were spent recovering from that day, and

preparing herself to do things her way when she became pregnant again. And then she did get

pregnant again—and that resolve was put to the test.A universal story about betrayal and trust

and the roller coaster ride in between, Second Chance illuminates the many ways in which our

healthcare system is broken when it comes to helping women give birth, and gives a voice to

all the mothers who have walked away from their delivery experiences wondering what the hell

just happened.

2019 Independent Press Awards WINNER in the Women’s Health Category 2019 Body Mind

and Spirit Book Awards WINNER in the Healing category 2019 Best Book Awards Finalist in

Health (Women's Health) 2019 Readers' Favorite Awards, Honorable Mention in Nonfiction

(Health/Medical) 2018 American Book Fest "Best Book" Award FINALIST in Women's Health

2017 Foreword Indies Finalist in Adult Nonfiction �Health “A cautionary, engaging, and

informative medical account.”  �Kirkus Reviews “Second Chance reaches out to all expectant

mothers and empowers them during the birth of their children, enabling them to grow in their

spirituality, confidence, and power through birth . . . will make everyone look at the options of

what should be done to make childbirth safer and healthier for women.”  �Readers' Favorite 5-

star review “This book is a beautiful, raw and poignant story of the role of birthing in women’s

lives. It takes us on one women’s journey yet it is so real that it is almost impossible to not take

it to heart as partly our own."  �Erica Weiss,MD, Obstetrician/Gynecologist, San Francisco,

California"So many women today don’t believe that they have choices when it comes to giving

birth – but Thais Derich shows us the way in her brave and beautifully written memoir. It is an

important and timely story – a memoir full of heartache, resilience, and joy. My hope is that all

women considering motherhood will find their way to Thais Derich’s book."  �Melissa Cistaro,

author of Pieces of My Mother, a NCIBA Best Nonfiction Book of 2015 winner“I’ve read a lot of

book-length birth stories, but Derich’s stands out as especially revealing of the weaknesses in

our system.”  �Ina May Gaskin, best-selling author and midwife“An unbiased, highly transparent

account of one woman’s journey through the labyrinth of emotions and experiences that can

accompany the post-cesarean birthing woman within the U.S.”  �Laquitha Glass, Former

President of the International Cesarean Awareness Network“Second Chance is a beautiful

telling of a mother’s journey and will be empowering to many women. The ending is so

wonderful, I cried.”  �Amy Graff, News Producer for SFGATE.com“A raw and revealing memoir

which illuminates the maze of emotions during birth.”  �Maria Iorillo, Licensed Midwife (LM),

Certified Professional Midwife (CPM), past first Vice President of the Midwives Alliance of

North America and the Chairwoman of the California Association of Midwives--This text refers

to the paperback edition.About the AuthorThais Derich was born in Carmel, CA. She is a

graduate of California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo, and lived for two years in

Belgium and France studying French before returning to live in California. After starting her

own software training business and traveling the US teaching software at Fortune-500

companies, she and her husband decided to start a family, and she left the business to stay



home full-time. While at home, she started a successful food blog, sold her healthy granola

bars at Rainbow Grocery, and wrote Second Chance. Derich is published at Salon, BlogHer,

BabyCenter, Literary Mama, Wild Violet Literary Magazine, Forge Journal, SFGate, and the

San Francisco Examiner. A chapter of Second Chance was a finalist out of 500 entries for the

Creative Non-Fiction Magazine’s baby anthology. She now lives in beautiful Marin County,

where she is writing her second book and working at a lovely women’s coworking space called

The Hivery. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Praise for Second Chance“An important and timely story—a memoir full of heartache,

resilience and joy. My hope is that all women considering motherhood will find their way to

Thais Derich’s book.”—Melissa Cistaro, Author of Pieces of My Mother, a NCIBA BEST

NONFICTION BOOK OF 2015 winner“Derich’s recall of the dialogue between her and

everyone else and the way the events that pushed her toward a c-section unfold is so powerful!

I’ve read a lot of long birth stories, but Derich’s stands out as especially revealing of the

weaknesses in our system.”—Ina May Gaskin, Bestselling Author & Midwife“Thais’s raw and

revealing memoir of her two births illuminates the maze of emotions that she felt while being

cared for completely differently in each one . . . She also reflects on how the deep process of

birthing helped her uncover and heal issues with her own mother– such is the capacity of a

deep inner opening and exploration.”—Maria Iorillo,Certified Professional Midwife, former Vice

President of the Midwives Alliance of North America, and Chairwoman of the California

Association of Midwives.“Second Chance reminds us that all our relationships are at the core

of bringing life into this world. Not all women choose to become a parent; many women are

unable to, and not all women view birth in the same way. The one theme that ties us all

together however is trust. We must trust our own choices and know they are right for us. We

must trust our bodies and know that they are ready for this experience. We must trust that our

patients know what they need in the face of the moment as well as along the way. And we must

be able to trust that our providers’ recommendations are clinically sound as they guide women

in the process. I think we can get there, at least I must trust that we can.—Erica Weiss, MD

Obstetrician/GynecologistSecond ChanceCopyright © 2017 Thais Nye DerichAll rights

reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form

or by any means, including photocopying, recording, digital scanning, or other electronic or

mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of

brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted

by copyright law. For permission requests, please address She Writes Press.Published

2017Printed in the United States of AmericaLibrary of Congress Control Number:

2016960235For information, address:She Writes Press1563 Solano Ave #546Berkeley, CA

94707She Writes Press is a division of SparkPoint Studio, LLC.For my children, who have

taught me more about myself than I really wanted to knowFor my parents, who had me reading

fifty pages a day in the summer as a childFor birthing mothers everywhere, may you see your

power and not be afraidOur lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that

matter.—Martin Luther King, Jr.ContentsAuthor’s NoteForewordIntroductionPart I: A Weave

Between Two Births: Luke and Mikko1: Mikko: Second Birth2: Luke: First Birth3: Mikko: The

Business of Being Born4: Luke: Control5: Mikko: Psychologist6: Luke: Fentanyl7: Mikko:

Healing8: Luke: Epidural9: Mikko: Regrets10: Luke: Pitocin11: Mikko: Pregnant12: Luke:

Cesarean13: Mikko: Crashing Waves14: Luke: Postpartum15: Mikko: Midwife16: Luke: Sorry17:

Mikko: Placenta Previa18: Luke: Death19: Mikko: Blessingway20: Luke: Little Girl21: Mikko:

Marriage22: Luke: What Babies Want23: Mikko: RecklessPart II: Risk versus Reward24:

Masks25: False Labor26: Gone27: Circle28: Substitute Midwife29: Forty-One Weeks30:

Hope31: Spectrum32: Transition33: He, Who Is Closest to God34: Celebration35: Not Over36:

Hospital37: HomeAfterwordNote to ReadersAcknowledgmentsAuthor’s NoteI wrote this book to

heal from birth trauma and past trauma left untreated and buried. The need to write this book

surpassed the need to remain silent. Something bigger than me worked through me, and I

couldn’t stop writing until I was done. I am relieved and terrified to have spoken my truth.



Maybe you will see my courage, and you will surely see my flaws. Treat my flaws like

abandoned kittens in a woodpile, as there are many.With an infant at my breast and a toddler

hugging my knees, I wrote the first draft. My boys are now seven and ten years old and sadly

the nation’s cesarean rate has not changed. If anything, it has increased. Mothers deserve to

feel empowered during the birth of their children, and I hope my book makes that point.We

women have an incredible opportunity to grow our spirituality, confidence, and power through

birth. It can also lead to post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and other less desirable things

depending on how things go.The three-year period of time that this book covers was a very

acute time in my life. There are moments when I miss the fast pace of my self-discovery, but

mostly, I am enjoying the slower and lighter creep of awareness that I practice now.I tried to

write about myself without writing about my family, but alas, it isn’t possible. Simply being a

mother myself made me curious about my own estranged mother and my early years of life. I

ask my family to please have empathy for me. Please know that I have written through the filter

of love and that I love you.Since this is a memoir and the truth from my perspective, I’ve

changed all names and identifying characteristics except for those people who have asked me

to keep their real names.The birth culture at large and my past ignorance of it frustrate me, but

I am not upset at any one person. We are all pawns in a much bigger problem. To make birth

safer and healthier for our daughters, each of us must look at what large and small actions we

can take. This book is my contribution.ForewordMaria Iorillo–Licensed Midwife (LM), Certified

Professional Midwife (CPM), past first Vice President of the Midwives Alliance of North

America and the Chairwoman of the California Association of Midwives.The wood sign hanging

outside of my midwifery office says, “Birth is Empowering.” What does that really mean? Many

American women would beg to differ! They would say that birth is an uncomfortable and messy

process that a woman has to suffer through to get a baby. But some women see birth as a

doorway and a transformational moment. After assisting in well over 1,000 births, what I see is

a creative expression of self as the mother brings forth her child. Birth is a rite of

passage.Seeing birth one way or the other is a matter of choice. If someone chooses to look at

birth as a process by which they can learn about themselves, their family, and their community,

it is right there waiting for them.I truly believe that women were not meant to birth alone. One

woman helping another to have a baby may have been even the first point of civilization. In the

helping comes compassion, empathy, sympathy, and bonding in purpose and process.The

birthing experience itself is a sequence of bodily events that seem to open the soul. The

waiting, patience, pregnancy challenges, and expectations create an atmosphere of high

excitement and tension. When the day finally arrives, it is all about letting go of layer upon layer

of control, expectation, and comfort until, finally, you reach the raw surrender and deep

vulnerability that is the essence of birth.For most women it hurts. The pain is not a sensation

that we are used to experiencing as a good thing, so we resist and avoid it, but the pain of

labor simply represents the work that the body is doing to open itself in ways that it never has

before if this is your first time. The doorway (the cervix) is meant to stay closed so that the baby

does not come prematurely. Thus, opening this door is a significant feat. Seen as work, labor

takes on its true meaning.So how does all of this relate to empowerment and transformation?

Giving birth takes you beyond a place that you already know. Women reflecting on their births

consider it the hardest thing they’ve ever done. Somewhere in the process, most women

experience a deep self-doubt due to the newness and vulnerability that the pain and

exhaustion has brought about. Time stands still and awareness comes quickly to your

immediate personal space. You are alone in your journey “beyond the veil” to bring your baby to

the other side.How we as family and community care for women in this fragile state can mean



the difference between suffering and empowerment. Thais’s raw and revealing memoir of her

two births illuminates the maze of emotions that she felt being cared for completely differently

in each one. She, herself, also approached each birth differently, setting the stage for the

different experiences, and in this book she reflects on how the deep process of birthing helped

her uncover and heal issues with her own mother—such is the capacity of such a deep inner

opening and exploration.Thais was empowered by birth, and thus hopes to share that

possibility with all women.IntroductionThe first link that comes up on my Internet search takes

me to a mug shot of my mother in an orange jumpsuit, hazel eyes wide open like she’s trying to

look less drunk. Her skin is smooth and tight. Only the thin white hair fanning around her face

gives away her seventy years. The arrest report is from 2003. The reason: driving under the

influence. I’m relieved it’s not something worse.My mom and I haven’t spoken in thirty years,

not since I was a child, but I know a few things about her. My grandmother, who gave me her

phone number, told me that she never understood why Regina removed herself so completely

from our lives after the divorce. My search also turns up a couple of her PhD academic papers

online, and I scan through them while rolling the small piece of paper with her phone number

on it between my thumb and index finger. I assume her students have done searches on their

professor and found the same mug shot that I did. I roll her phone number into a nice cylinder

and then roll it back out flat and look at the digits.She lives in sunny Florida, but when I imagine

where she’ll be when I call, what I picture is dark and lonely. I pick up the receiver. Florida is

three hours ahead; it’s lunchtime there. I want to catch her before her first glass of wine.My

fingers carefully press each number. I pause at the last digit and take a deep

breath.Ring.Maybe she’s not home?Ring.I don’t want to leave a message or hang up with just

my name on her caller ID. On the fourth ring, I slouch into the disappointment of her not being

home.“Hello?”Her deep, raspy voice has a high-pitched inflection, like it’s been a while since

she’s spoken out loud. She coughs once. My heart stutters and then picks up a new, quicker

rhythm.“Hi, Regina. It’s Thais.”There’s a brief pause—less than a second, but long enough to

make me wonder if she remembers me.“Thais, my dearest Thais. How thrilled I am to hear

from you!”I spring out of my chair and start to pace my long, narrow kitchen.“Since I had a

couple of my own children, I’ve become curious about my first four years of life,” I tell her. Small

talk makes no sense when we share such a loaded history. “And—brace yourself—I want to

hear about the divorce.”I expect Regina to burst into a rage, but she doesn’t. Instead, she talks

about never wanting a divorce, about wanting to be married for life. She sniffs repeatedly. As

she’s trying to stop crying, she says “God” a lot, and “Uh, God, Thais.” I don’t try to stop her.

Her hoarse smoker’s cough seems to jolt her from her tears back to her story.I hear the rattling

bang of a fist pounding a glass table.Just last week, overwhelmed by only two kids, I stormed

out of the house with no explanation to my husband. I left my cell phone on the counter and

took the car keys.I wipe the one tear that’s escaped and pull myself together. I can’t let her

hear my emotion, because I don’t want this to be about me. Regina has enough emotion for

ten people, and what I want is her story. I am aware my dad has a very different version. I am

not picking sides; I just have never heard her story told by her.That house—a single-story

ranch house with yellow pile carpet in the bedrooms and green tile in the kitchen—was the

California dream.She argues her side into the phone like the divorce happened a few weeks,

not thirty-five years, ago. She’s still bitter. I can’t imagine living with Regina’s violent, alcoholic

tantrums. She keeps talking; she’s like a volcano oozing lava. I don’t want to miss anything, but

it’s so much to take in that part of me wants to shut down.I know parts of her story are lies or

exaggerations. But being a mother now myself, I have a bit of empathy for her. Life gets

emotionally and logistically complicated with children.“But even if I did get a job as a high



school teacher, I knew we would be living in low-income housing in Salinas,” she says. Her

voice cracks a little, like she might cry, but she manages to keep talking with a quivering

voice.I’m sitting at the kitchen table, scribbling hard with a sharpened pencil.She angrily mailed

my dad her wedding dress, diamond ring, and baby journals with her notes on our nursing

schedules, she says, but her decision to leave us wasn’t solely emotional. She thought about

her options and her kids’ futures. She wanted us to go to college.“I sold the house, gave you

up, and left to get my PhD with the money. I needed to find a way to support myself for the rest

of my life,” she says.I am surprised at how much I can sympathize with her. Sometimes taking

care of small children is so hard that any alternative looks better—even running away. That’s

the easy route. She saw no future for herself with us. And she saw a better future for us with

my dad.“This is going to sound bad to you, but it was the best decision I ever made,” she says.I

take a deep yoga breath and fill my lungs. I always thought that she wanted us back, even

though I wouldn’t have wanted to be with her. I appreciate her honesty. I count my blessings

that my dad got custody of us kids. I can imagine her quietly picking up the toys for the last

time after handing us over to my dad. I could never do what she did, but for the first time, I can

understand her. Exhale.“Why didn’t you come see us?”This is my big question. Why did she

eject herself from our lives completely? Why didn’t she build a new life for herself closer to us?

All parties made one attempt to fly us out to see her in Florida. My dad paid for half the airfare.

I vaguely remember the awkward moment at the airport when my dad and stepmother met us

at the gate. The tension was like a rubber band pulled back and ready to launch. My dad

touched my hair and walked over to Regina to grab our backpacks. They spoke briefly. Then

my dad walked back to my stepmom and the three of us kids. As we left, I glanced over my

shoulder. Regina stood there, so skinny and tall, without any luggage, just watching our backs

move away from her. That was the last time that I saw her.“All I could do then was send gifts,

cards—birthdays, Christmases—to all three of you, and nothing ever came back from

California,” Regina says.My memories of her letters and gifts are so vivid. I studied each word,

even the Hallmark greeting, to find meaning. I can see her signature in my head even now. But

I never responded. I always felt like my dad was scared that Regina would come take us back.

He was protecting us. I didn’t want to engage with her because I didn’t want to facilitate

something that I didn’t understand and would regret. I love my dad and stepmom; they raised

all three of us well and were good parents. But I still felt sad about my mom. Eventually, Regina

stopped calling, writing, and sending gifts.“I remember you calling when I was five,” I say.Now

my tears have the better of me, but I want to finish this thought so I just plow through,

crying.“On the phone, you cried and told me that you loved me, but I didn’t know what was

going on,” I tell her. Regina and I are both emotionally drained. We cry together for a moment.

Our conversation is coming to an end, and she tells me that she loves me, once and then

twice. Do I love her? Would I be lying if I said that I loved her back?“I guess it’s that

unconditional love that a mother has for her child,” she says.If I don’t say that I love her and I

never talk to her again, will I regret it?“I love you,” she says for the third time. Her voice is

determined. After all these years, it’s those words that she wants me to hear—not the story, but

that she has always loved me and she’ll continue to love me very, very much.I don’t need to be

afraid that she will hurt me. I am an adult, a mother. I can protect myself now. I don’t have to

feel ashamed that I care for her despite everything. My heart is big enough to love her, my dad,

and my stepmom.“I love you, too,” I say, and I mean it.Part IA Weave Between Two Births: Luke

and Mikko1MikkoSecond BirthBack from my in-laws, ice cream, and redwoods, I’m slowly

climbing the front steps of our San Francisco apartment. My eyes hardly move from my feet.

The rhythm of my squeezing belly paces my steps. I remember how greatly I was misinformed



before the birth of my first child, three years ago. Women have been giving birth forever, I

thought. How hard can it be? My heart pounds. The brick steps up to my red front door seem

never-ending. I’ll go to a birth class and study birth books; spontaneously begin labor; go to the

hospital; and then the baby will just come out. I stop and grip the railing. I want to tell myself

that everything is fine. But things aren’t fine. I begin slowly climbing again. This time, I’m going

to trust my own body.Three years ago, when the cesarean was proposed to me, I didn’t know

that I could decline and just keep pushing. I thought cesareans were reserved for emergencies.

I would have pushed longer. I swear. If I’d known I had that choice, I would have.Now, after

years of preparation, I have a second chance to get it right.The weight of my off-balance,

pregnant body and the accumulated fatigue of days without enough sleep sweep over me. I

resist the urge to use my hands to help my legs up the stairs. They shake. Poor legs. When I

reach the top, I’m breathing as if I have just run a marathon. Why am I still living in a place with

so many stairs? All I can think about is collapsing on my bed, the way the Olympic athletes fall

on their backs right on the racetrack after they cross the finish line. But my marathon is just

beginning.Finally, I enter our apartment. The water is running for Luke’s nightly tub. I peek into

the bathroom.“Maybe you should go for a walk or something to keep it going,” Jake says.“Let’s

not end up with a stalled labor like last time,” is what I think he’s saying.“Later,” I tell him.I turn

my back and walk to the bedroom. I have to sleep, if only for five minutes. Am I already

sabotaging my hopes for a better birth by resting? No, that’s what my body is telling me to do.

Sleep.I slowly lean back in bed. Jake comes in and rubs his thumb in circles on the nervy

pressure point just above my ankle. It’s supposed to stimulate labor. I groan. Luke runs around

the corner, wet. He leaves his little three-year old footprints on the wood floors.The contractions

are so gentle it feels like they might slip away with the fading daylight. Jake scoops Luke up

with one arm and swishes a towel around on the floor with the other. My heavy eyes blink

slowly a few times. The big building behind our house blocks the low sun.After an hour the soft

squeeze of my belly wakes me up. It’s still there; in fact, it’s grown stronger. Energized, I force

myself to rise. I’m ready for that walk.I stand at the top of the carpeted stairs that lead down to

the front door. Jake cradles Luke in his arms and struggles to untwist his penguin pajama

feet.This is it.“Wait! Take your cell phone,” Jake says.My keys jingle as they hit the counter.

Then the entire contents of my purse hits the granite, like he’s shaking out a lost sock from a

pillowcase. He holds up the phone like a trophy and tosses it to me. I catch it between my legs.

I close the door with a gentle click behind me.I’m on Fulton Street now. The cars speed by. The

noise is more like jet engines than normal traffic. Cars stream by me, one after another.I have

got to get off this street.My stomach cramps up, and I stop walking and breathe deep, long

breaths. I turn right into the college campus. The sunset melts in front of me. My legs waddle

so widely I could have a horse’s back between them.The campus is empty except for a small

group of people following a young tour guide. They stop at every building to look up as she

talks. I cross the large green lawn. At the edge of the lawn, I teeter back and forth between the

tall grass and the flat pathway. I rest and wait out a contraction. They’re strong now. I make it to

the foot of the campus stairs.Two weeks ago, Jake and I climbed these steps; they are the

same stairs that we climbed together on our wedding day. The view from the top looks straight

at the tower of St. Mary’s church. We posed for our wedding pictures, kissed, and enjoyed a

quiet moment together here. I want to climb those stairs with Jake again and recapture a

simpler time. I take two big steps up. The promise of the view of the St. Mary’s tower urges me

onward. The orange and lemon sky unobstructed by buildings, like the top of a pint of sorbet,

awaits me. The railing splits into two curving staircases flanking a beautiful rose garden.And

then I can’t feel my legs. They buckle under me with the next contraction. I start to fall. My shirt



brushes the petals of a rose. With my hands outstretched, I catch myself on the railing. I’m not

going up these steps. I need to get back home.But when my feet touch the flat sidewalk again,

walking feels good. I head farther away from home, toward the setting sun.When I’m almost to

my favorite ocean vista point at the edge of the university parking lot, I bend over. My deep

breaths manage the rolling waves of contractions. The trek to this vista point has made my

already long walk longer. But I’m too close now to turn back. The expansive view of the Pacific

Ocean is steps away. A little farther, and I will witness the earth rotating away from the sun.I

make it to the edge of the empty lot and stop to look. The city opens up, and the colors bleed

into the blue water. I breathe. The faint smell of the roses still lingers on my shirt. The warm

ocean breeze pumps me with energy and gently blows my hair.As the color starts to dull, the

first star of the night appears.“Time to go home,” I say softly.Determined to take the most direct

route back home this time, I waddle across the crosswalk. I can barely walk now. No cars are

coming. I resist the urge to drop to my knees and surrender to labor right there on the other

side of the street.I take the cell phone out of my pocket, but what can it do for me? Luke is

probably sleeping, and I don’t want Jake to wake him to come get me. I put it back in my

pocket. The white campus security car drives by. Should I flag him down and ask for a ride?

No, I have to make it home. I have to do it myself.I hobble to the pedestrian entrance of the

college. The shortcut home runs through the deserted campus. If I take the longer route, down

Fulton, there will be people around, but it will be longer. I can’t do longer.I turn into the campus.

The same tour group walks toward me, and I stop and pretend to look at a poster as I wait for

my contraction to stop. I don’t want help. I look normal on the outside. The group passes me,

and I am alone again. I shuffle my feet forward.The sky is completely dark now, and I am really

alone. Should I call Jake now? But then I look around and realize that I am not on a road. I’m in

the middle of the pedestrian-only campus. Jake can’t pick me up in the car. I smile at the

stubbornness of the universe, its insistence upon getting its message of solitude across to me.

One step at a time, I make my way back toward the house. Jake will be doing the dinner

dishes. Music will be softly filling the empty spaces of the house. Luke will be asleep, unaware

that he will be a big brother in the morning.When I get home, I’ll call Maria.I am prepared now. I

am ready.2LukeFirst BirthJake shuffles papers around on the counter and holds one with our

obstetrician’s number on it. I nod.He paces into the living room while he waits for someone to

pick up the phone. I follow him and sit down on the ottoman. He’s up against our old,

Edwardian windows, facing the street.The window reflects buildings blowing up on the muted

TV screen behind me.“So it sounds like we should be doing the standard kick counts. Like . . .

right, right, okay, okay,” Jake nods as he talks.I wave my hands to signal to him. He looks my

way.“Can we go in at any time between now and then?” I whisper. “And what if we want to go in

before six?”“Um . . . and if we want to go in before six, do we just head on over to the hospital?

Okay, okay, thank you, all right, bye.” He hangs up.I wipe the sweat bubbling under my nose.

“Phew. Can you crack a window?”The fog moistens and expands the wood, making them

impossible to open. He lightly taps the sticky pane with his fist a couple times to open it.“She’s

like, don’t talk to me,” he says.“Really!”She showed disinterest in me at my prenatal

appointments, but I thought that it was just because I had nothing wrong with me. Now I’m in

labor. My water just broke. Why am I still not interesting?“She’s like, ‘Of course there are risks,’”

Jake says.My mouth opens in surprise. “Risks?”I didn’t know that I was at risk. I don’t want to

be taking risks. I look back at the TV.“It’s like the standard ‘she’s not liable’ answer. She said

‘infection.’ You know, that’s always their concern once your water breaks. But I don’t think that

an infection is going to occur in the next six hours or whatever,” Jake says.“But what if the baby

did get an infection? How fast could infection happen? Would it attack me by



surprise?”3MikkoThe Business of Being BornAt the recommendation of a friend at the park, I

go to see the movie The Business of Being Born. When my girlfriend, Alice, and I arrive at the

showing, I am surprised to see the movie theater full of people. Lydia, my friend from the park,

and a woman with thick, curly red hair are busy adding rows of folding chairs to accommodate

everyone. The woman’s thick, curly red hair is frizzed out in an “A” shape. I wave to Lydia, and

she smiles back at me. Alice and I sit down in the folding chairs in the front.The lights dim and

the movie starts. In between interviews with American women saying that they “like the ‘doctor

aspect’ of birth” and “like surgery—one, two, three, and you’re done,” the film follows a planned

home birth, and factoids flash on the screen.“Midwives attend 70 percent of births in Europe

and Japan.”“In the United States they attend less than 8 percent.”“Since 1996, cesarean rates

have gone up 46 percent.”“In 2005, one out of three women in the United States had a

cesarean.”Doctors interviewed for the film are shown saying that “medical decisions are being

made for monetary and legal reasons, not because they are good for the mother.”I also learn

that Pitocin is not FDA approved for augmenting labor, though it is commonly used. And

because it is not FDA approved, there is no reporting on the many adverse reactions that are

listed on the drug’s insert. The audience hums at this revelation.I’m wishing that I hadn’t

agreed to Pitocin so easily just because I was on the epidural and knew I wouldn’t feel the

harder, stronger contractions. What about Luke? He could still feel them—long, strong, and

unnaturally close together.Pitocin also increases the likelihood that fetal brain cells die, the

movie tells us. Did anyone tell me these risks? It’s like I chose to hold Luke under water and

then let him up to the surface only to gasp for air. Yikes! If only I had done my research. Why

wouldn’t our childbirth educator, nurses, nurse-midwife, or doctor mention this side effect? I

never would have agreed to it. Could that be why they didn’t mention it? I’m not sure many

mothers would agree to Pitocin if they knew the truth. I shift in my seat.The baby goes into

distress because of the Pitocin, a cesarean is needed, and everyone says, “Thank God for the

hospital.” But really, it’s the hospital that put the baby in danger in the first place.One doctor

being interviewed says, “There was a study that came out which showed that over a twenty-

four-hour period, the peaks in C-sections were four in the afternoon and ten at night. So, it’s

obvious that the 4:00 p.m. is, ‘It’s getting late in the day; I don’t know what’s going on here. Get

me out of here,” and the 10:00 p.m. is, “‘I don’t want to be up all night.’”I start to tense up at the

realization that I may be a victim of this broken system. That maybe I was encouraged to have

a cesarean because it was getting close to midnight—because my doctor lives in the East Bay,

and the nurse didn’t want to call her too late.The film continues. Medical students are asked on-

screen how often they get to observe a natural birth. Their response is, “Rarely, almost

never.”After the showing, the woman with red hair guides the audience in a Q&A session. The

lights turn on, and the movie theater has a seminar feel to it now.“I know that there are a lot of

midwives and doulas in the room, but I’d like to hear from moms not in the profession,” she

says.Her voice echoes through the theater, and I look back into the rows and rows of people.

Not many hands go up. I turn back toward her and raise my hand. She points to me and walks

the microphone over.“I was dilated to ten and then closed up to six. Can women stop their

labor and close up their cervix?” I ask. “Did my labor go backward? Is that possible?” My voice

cracks at the end of my question, and Alice puts her hand on my knee. I need to know the

answer to my question, and now I’m announcing it to the world—“Help me! Listen to me!”“Can

you tell me a little bit more about where you were at ten centimeters?” she asks. The

microphone squeaks, and she shakes it a little.“The nurse said that the baby was coming,” I

say. “And then two people rolled in a huge stainless steel cart for the baby.” My voice is steady

and strong again. “It scared me with its blinking lights and Plexiglas dome. When they checked



me again, I was at six centimeters.” My voice trails off, and I gulp down my emotion. I wipe a

couple tears away with a tissue. My face is red and wet now.Alice puts her arm around me. The

room seems very, very quiet. One hundred birth practitioners look in my direction. I panic

suddenly, wondering if anyone from my birth might be in the crowd. I clam up. I don’t want to

embarrass anyone in such a big crowd of peers.A woman sitting behind me with her newborn

raises her hand. “I had a cesarean with my first and then had a home birth with my second.

This is my third.” Her voice is fierce. She points to a tiny newborn wrapped tight to her chest. “I

had her by myself.”Wow! The hospital screwed her, and now she’s like, “Fuck you.”“Look at me,”

she says. “Birth shouldn’t be a revenue stream. I closed the door, and the midwife listened from

the other side. She wouldn’t have done that for just anyone, but she knows me and trusts me. I

really wanted to do it all by myself.”That’s so hardcore, I think. She really seems pissed about

her cesarean.
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Sarah Showalter-Feuillette, “Thais has written such an important book about the

empowerment .... Thais has written such an important book about the empowerment felt and

rite of passage achieved through natural birth. Few women have experienced both ends of the

birth spectrum--c-section and homebirth--as has Thais. Her story touches so many of the

important lessons women grapple with when preparing to and actually birthing their babies

with intention: new and awakened self-discovery, the longing for a motherly guide, fierce

intuition, guilt, the female desire to acquiesce to the norm, the need to fight against a broken

system, and the realization that natural birth is a journey you must travel alone with your baby

(and one that, really, no one can "save" you from.) For any woman looking to embrace (or

reclaim) her power to birth, add Thais' book to your reading list.Though I've not had a

cesarean, this struggle to speak up for ourselves and to know what we want to accomplish (in

birth and beyond)...that is universal. Her story is my story, her story is your story. And every

empowered experience brings us closer together and advocates for women's rights and

equality.”

Little Miss, “A mother’s quest for different birthing experience. In Second Chance, Thais Nye

Derich vividly recounts her traumatic birthing experience with her first child and then leads us

on a mission to learn alternative ways to give birth in the US.Second Chance is masterfully

woven together from two different timelines - and it works well. Furthermore, there are some

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/zoxan/Second-Chance-A-Mothers-Quest-for-a-Natural-Birth-after-a-Cesarean


unexpected turns in the story.This book is the perfect example of something that appears to be

“bad” actually holds a purpose later on, fueling a passion to be shared with readers.Second

Chance is a quick read that is simply good story telling. A ‘must-read’ for anyone weighing

homebirth and/or VBAC options. Also enlightening information for anyone giving birth in the

near future.”

For the Love of Books, “A critical read for women everywhere. I couldn't put this book down.

The author's account of her quest for a natural birth was so honest and reflective of the

challenges all pregnant women face in allowing their bodies to be empowered spaces of

comfort and strength. I will be recommending this book to ALL women - pregnant and non alike

- as an example of the broken U.S. maternal system and how to reclaim a right to their bodies

and births.”

Kim Osterholzer, “I ordered Thais book and devoured it in a day .... I ordered Thais book and

devoured it in a day, shedding tears as I was caught up into the moving story of both her first

son’s birth, a cesarean that took her by surprise and left her reeling, and the story of her

second son’s birth, the culmination of poignant soul searching coupled with a full immersion

into the world of natural birthing.”

J Con, “I ordered this book as part of my Doula certification .... I ordered this book as part of

my Doula certification. Thais' first birth reminded me so much of mine, however bc I had the

right care provider, and I did my homework, I had the type of birth I wanted natural (non-

medicated). I hope every woman who had a ceserean their first time around, but hopes for a

VBAC will read this book. Even for first time moms who hope for a natural birth, this should be

on the list of reading materials.”

Kim Thompson, “Gives voice to the support women need for doing evidence-based research..

Oh how I wish this book had existed when I was delivering my daughter. Thais' story is

emotional and beautifully written, and gives voice to the support women need to do evidence-

based research before having their babies (or really, before any major decision involving their

own bodies).  An empowering and satisfying read!”

Nancy B, “I loved this book. I loved this book. I'd recommend it for anyone interested in learning

more about, and advocating for, her choices around giving birth. The author did a beautiful job

making her story relatable to others.”

Rilee jones, “Five Stars. It was a page turner!”

Jeff W., “Page turner. Interesting read. Page turner!”

The book by Thais Nye Derich has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 33 people have provided feedback.
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